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BRITISH DRIVEN 
 

A New Year;                             
A New Limerick Contest! 
Welcome to 2021!  Yay!  I don’t think there are many who are not glad to see 
2020 come to an end.  Here’s hoping that the new year that stretches before 
us is filled with all the good things that life has to offer - vaccines and good 
health, visits with friends and family, wealth and prosperity, shopping and 
haircuts, toilet paper and car events aplenty. 

While you are sitting indoors, waiting for restrictions to be lifted, waiting for 
your chance to get a shot in the arm and waiting for warmer weather so you 
can get out and drive your beloved British car - here is something to keep you 
busy: 

Compose a 5 line LIMERICK, which is somehow Club or British car       
related.  

Send it to editor@headwatersbritishcarclub.org  by January 21, 2021. 

The winning entry will receive an absolutely outstanding prize, which has yet 
to be determined, as well as the admiration and respect of all.  Only HBCC 
Members are eligible for the prize, but everyone is welcome to participate.   

All entries will be published in the February issue of BRITISH DRIVEN. 

The number and quality of entries last year was quite impressive.  Let’s see if 
we can outdo ourselves this year!   

As an example to all, and in case you had forgotten, here is Don Fysh’s prize 
winning entry for 2020: 
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 I now have a sports car from Britain, 

 It’s green and it’s fast; I am smitten. 

 But it leaks all its oil, 

 And its rad is aboil, 

 I know I have too much off bitten. 

 

mailto:editor@headwatersbritishcarclub.org?subject=British%20Driven
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Upcoming 
Events 

PLEASE NOTE:                   
All Club Meetings have been 
switched to on-line ZOOM 
Meetings at the present time.                 

Thank you to everyone who 
has organized and attended 
our socially distanced runs 
in the 2020 Season. 

Drive Your Triumph Day              
Wed., Feb. 10, 2021 

             

 

 

 

 

 

 

Daily Calendar for January 

By  - . -   . .   - -   - . . .   .   . - .   . - . .   - . - -  

You may be under the mistaken impression that while COVID restrictions 
remain in place, we have absolutely nothing to celebrate.  Au contraire, I 
assure you.   

January, in general, has the proud distinction of hosting the following: 
National Bath Safety Month 
National Blood Donor Month 
National Braille Literacy Month 
National Hobby Month 
Hot Tea Month 
National Oatmeal Month 
National Soup Month 
 
In addition, the 2nd week of January you might celebrate: 
Letter Writing Week 
 
I suspect you are already gaining a new appreciation for this august month.  
(January, that is - not August). 
 
By day, then: 
1. New Year’s Day (obviously you knew that one) 
 National Hangover Day (probably less observed in 2021) 
2. International Stop Spam Day (not the canned type, I imagine) 
 Run up the Flagpole and See if Anyone Salutes Day (?) 
3. Feast of the Epiphany - Three Kings 
 Festival of Sleep Day (To sleep, perchance to dream…) 
 Fruitcake Toss Day  
 Humiliation Day (Hit by fruitcake.  How humiliating…) 
4. National Spaghetti Day 
 Trivia Day 
5.   National Bird Day 
6.  Bean Day (Excuse me…) 
 Cuddle Up Day (On Bean Day?!  I don’t think so…) 
7.   Old Rock Day (no, I have no idea…) 
8.  Bubble Bath Day (sounds lovely) 
 Male Watcher’s Day (well, if I must, then alrighty…)   
9.   Play God Day (now’s your chance) 
10. Bittersweet Chocolate Day 
      Houseplant Appreciation Day 
 Peculiar People Day (the ones eating chocolate appreciating plants?) 
11. Learn Your Name in Morse Code Day 
  Step in a Puddle and Splash Your Friends Day (too cold here) 
12. Feast of Fabulous Wild Men Day (sounds intriguing, no?) 
 National Hot Tea Day 
 National Pharmacist Day (that’s what they get for splashing in puddles) 
13. International Skeptics Day (I doubt it) 
 Make Your Dream Come True Day (a strange pairing) 
 National Rubber Duckie Day (as if we didn’t celebrate them every day!) 
 National Take the Stairs Day (second Wednesday of month) 
14. Dress Up Your Pet Day (Suzi insists Bouviers are exempt…) 
15. National Bagel Day 
 National Hat Day (Wear a hat and eat a bagel) 
16. Appreciate a Dragon Day (Thank you very much) 
 National Nothing Day (Yay!  Hooray!  Whatcha celebratin’?  Nuthin…) 
17. Ditch New Years Resolutions Day (that took longer than expected) 
18. Martin Luther King Jr. Birthday (see, this is a serious list) 
 Thesaurus Day (wait, there’s another word for that…) 
 Winnie the Pooh Day (Oh bother…) 
19. National Popcorn Day 
 National Tin Can Day (put them together and have tinned popcorn) 
 
              (more tantalizing information on 3) 
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Um… 
See, if you’d sent me an 

article, then I wouldn’t 

have this big empty space 

here... 

 

Daily Calendar for January   

                                                                                  (Continued from 2) 

Where were we?  Oh, yes… 
 
20. National Buttercrunch Day 
 National Cheese Lovers Day (not to be combined) 
 Penguin Awareness Day (not appreciation, merely “awareness”) 
21. National Hugging Day (sorry - this one has been postponed) 
 Squirrel Appreciation Day (sorry - this one has not been postponed) 
22. National Blonde Brownie Day (a sacrilege, to be sure) 
23. National Pie Day (Let them eat Pie) 
 National Handwriting Day (for those of you who remember handwriting) 
 Measure Your Feet Day (because they may be shrinking…) 
24. Beer Can Appreciation Day (not Beer, just the can) 
 Compliment Day (You will celebrate that well!) 
 Global Belly Laugh Day (What a funny thing to celebrate) 
25. Bubble Wrap Appreciation Day (you can get your hands around that!) 
 Opposite Day 
26. Robbie Burns Day 
      Australia Day  
 Spouse’s Day 
27. Chocolate Cake Day (the holiest of holidays) 
 Punch the Clock Day  
28. Data Privacy Day (everyday) 
 Fun at Work Day (an oxymoron) 
 National Kazoo Day  
29. National Puzzle Day (it is a puzzle why this needs a day) 
 National Cornchip Day 
30. National Inane Answering Message Day  
 National Seed Swap Day (sounds dirtier than it is) 
31. Backward Day (as opposed to Opposite Day, which was the 25th) 
 Inspire Your Heart with Art Day 
 
And there we have it.  Things to celebrate all month long.  Celebrate with 
food, celebrate the arts, celebrate the important things in life.  Celebrate that 
we are all still here. 

Drive Your 

Triumph 

Day 
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Vehicle Oil Change a Must 
By Ed Taccone 

I thought this month I would talk about the importance for vehicle oil 
change.  Hopefully you haven’t been bored by my technical articles 
over the past while.  Also, I must apologize for the length of my articles.  
As most of you know, it wouldn’t be me not to go on and on.  Anyway, 
since you have your British Classics locked up for the winter, it is good 
to know the importance of why you need to change the oil on a regular 
basis.  It is great to know that some of our members do their own oil 
changes, but for those that have not done their own and would like to 
try, I do not have a problem with guiding you through the process. 

Let’s start with how long does an oil change take?  Every car owner will 
experience the oil change process for his or her car.  That remains a 
fact.  However, everything else varies, especially on how you’re going 
to replace the oil.  As I mentioned, some car owners do their own, 
some would like to do it themselves.  On the other hand, others would 
like a Lube shop to get it done.  All of these approaches can vary in 
time, which may be inconvenient for you, especially if you’re a busy 
person.  Today, let’s find out how long an oil change takes. 

Understanding the oil change helps.  Your vehicle is just like a living 
creature.  One way or the other, it will require having its fluids drained 
out and replenished anew.  We do this all the time by drinking water 
and other liquids, while having to piddle within the day.  The older we 
get, the more often.  (This can be said for older British Classics        
acquiring leaking with age.)  It can keep us hydrated and energized for 
our active lifestyles, but you can also apply this to cars.  If we have our 
respiratory and cardiovascular systems, our vehicles have the engine.  
The engine acts the same way as these two systems in our body,   
supplying an efficient means of energy to keep the car running for a 
long time. 

For the air-fuel mixture, the engine needs the help of oil.  Oil inside the 
engine lubricates the numerous moving parts it has during a full engine 
cycle.  One example of this would be the pistons.  Oil has more        
importance than simply lubrication and cooling.  However, we won’t 
dive in further to that.  Those two things alone are enough proof that 
your car needs oil as much as it needs fuel.  Dirty engine oil is the main 
reason why we do an oil change to our cars.  Now it might seem a little 
simple to think that you need to replace dirty oil because it’s, well, dirty.  
                                               (Continued on 3)  

 

 

 

 

Ralph  

Recommends  
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Vehicle Oil Change a Must                       (Continued from 2)                                      

With this said, there are a lot of reasons why you should take oil change seriously.  The first thing that should 
come to mind is that engine oil breaks down over time.  It’s not just “dirty”, but it’s also pretty much useless.  It 
can be nothing but junk inside the engine.  When engine oil breaks down, its entire design and purpose go along 
with it.  The composition of the oil disintegrates, which means that its two core functions will decrease in        
efficiency rapidly.  Then your car is more susceptible to a lot of problems that can cause short and long term 
effects.  Overheating is one of the problems that your vehicle can encounter, which is more than enough of a 
reason to change its oil. 

Now similar to changing tires or troubleshooting the engine valves, an oil change can take up a lot of your time 
depending on several factors.  With that said, it’s important for any person to know how long an oil change 
would take.  We’re all busy people that have lives outside of our car, after all.  Instead of giving out a list of   
possible durations, it’s better for us to understand the process of changing the oil.  That way, we do two things 
at once, namely, by knowing what goes on in the process which will determine how long it will take.  

Before oil change, you should know when to change the oil.  It is always the first step.  Although it varies, a 
sound basis would be changing your oil by the number of miles it has travelled.  Most mechanics would         
recommend 3,000 to 5,000 miles (5,000 to 8,000 km).  However, if you use a particular kind of oil, which is    
usually synthetic oil, then your car’s oil change interval can reach until 10,000 miles. 

Changing your car’s oil involves a lot of components and several procedures.  Again, we’re not going to discuss 
that in detail since we’re only finding out how long the entire process would take.  Instead, we’ll focus on the 
general steps that the car undergoes. 

Lifting the car is a must since you’ll need to drain the oil from below.  Thus, you’ll need to hoist it up and support 
it with jack stands.  Depending on your skill, lifting the car up and stabilizing it can take as little as 5 minutes, but 
it can reach up to 10 minutes.  (Although some new cars, like Jaguar, are vacuumed out from the top - no     
jacking required!  No lying on the floor.  Oil filter accessible under the hood.  Imagine!)   

Now that you have suspended your car, opening the drain plug is as easy as removing a screw.  That will only 
take just a minute or two. 

With the drain plug open, the oil should be dripping to an oil pan right now.  That takes the most time, typically 
15-20 minutes.  Remember, your car has a ton of oil, so it’ll take a while! 

Changing oil filters is the second most tedious job.  You’ll have to unscrew the oil filter, prepare a new one, and 
screw it inside again.  That can be as quick as 10 minutes to as long as 20 minutes, depending on skill and   
accessibility. 

This one is simple, as you would only need to fill your car with a reasonable amount of new oil to finish the    
process, checking the dipstick as well.  That will take no more than 5 minutes.  So there you have it, a simple 
computation would have you doing the entire process within 35 minutes to an hour.  Most of this depends on 
your knowledge and skill.  To be more efficient in your work, it’s a good idea to research well on the techniques 
and locate the parts first, before anything else. 

 

Here’s one that will remind you of me: 

SERVICE MANAGER:  “You are all set for an oil change and an inspection, and there is no recall listed.” 

CUSTOMER:  “Too bad.  I had an aunt with dementia who had the same problem.” 

SERVICE MANAGER:  “Problem?  What problem?” 

CUSTOMER:  “No recall.” 
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How to Interpret Antique Car 

Ads 
Shared by Eilish Boston 

2 

3 

Help   
Wanted 
We are looking for some-
one to fill the position of 
Web Coordinator. 

Please contact  
Ralph Evans if you are 
interested. 
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Driving in Rain 
Shared by Bill Mason 

Driving in Rain ...This may save your life.  This is well worth a read!! 

SAFE-DRIVING TIPS WHEN IT IS RAINING!!! 

GOOD VISION IN A DOWNPOUR:  We are not sure why it is so effective, 
but recommend you try this when it rains heavily.  This method was shared 
by a Police friend who had experienced and confirmed it.  It is useful...even 
when driving at night.  Most of the motorists would turn on HIGH or     
FASTEST SPEED of the wipers during a heavy downpour, yet the visibility 
in front of the windshield is still bad.  In the event you face such a situation, 
just put on your SUNGLASSES and like a miracle, all of a sudden your  
visibility in front of your windshield is perfectly clear, as if there is no rain. 

Make sure you always have a pair of SUNGLASSES in your car.  You are 
not only helping yourself to drive safely with good vision, but also might 
save your friend’s life by giving him this idea.  Try it yourself and share it 
with your friends! 

Amazingly, you still see the drops on the windshield, but not the sheet of 
rain falling.  You can see where the rain bounces off the road.  It works to 
eliminate the “blindness” from passing cars.  Or the “kick-up” if you are    
following a car in the rain. 

They ought to teach this little tip in driver’s training.  it really does work.  
This is a good warning.  I wonder how many people knew about this? 

Another good tip:  A 36 year old female had an accident several weeks ago.  
It was raining, though not excessively when her car suddenly began to  
hydro-plane and literally flew through the air.  She was not seriously injured, 
but very stunned at the sudden occurrence!  When she explained to the 
Police Officer what had happened, he told her something that every driver 
should know:  NEVER DRIVE IN THE RAIN WITH YOUR CRUISE      
CONTROL ON. 

She thought she was being cautious by setting the cruise control and   
maintaining a safe consistent speed in the rain...but the Police Officer told 
her that if the cruise control is on, your car will begin to hydroplane when 
the tires lose contact with the road, and your car will accelerate to a higher 
rate of speed, making you take off like an aeroplane.  She told the Officer 
that was exactly what had occurred.  The Officer said this warning should 
be listed, on the driver’s seat sun visor - NEVER USE THE CRUISE     
CONTROL WHEN THE ROAD IS WET OR ICY, along with the airbag 
warning.  We tell our teenagers to set the cruise control and drive a safe 
speed - but we don’t tell them to use the cruise control only when the road 
is dry. 

The only person the accident victim found who knew this, (besides the   
Officer) was a man who’d had a similar accident, totaled his car and       
sustained severe injuries.  Note:  Some vehicles (like the Toyota Sienna 
Limited XLE) will not allow you to set the cruise control when the windshield 
wipers are on.  Even if you share this with 15 people and only one of them 
doesn’t know about it, it’s still worth it.  You may have saved a life. 

 

Letters to 
the Editor 
“I found this month’s British 
Driven quite enjoyable.  
From Ralph’s uplifting mes-
sage, to Dorien’s project 
updates (very impressive), 
reading Jim Martin’s Bristol 
Bucks was intriguing.  I thor-
oughly enjoyed Marion’s 
article Christmas Toys from 
Bygone Days.  Marion is so 
well versed.  As you know, I 
do have a collection of some 
items Marion talked about 
(minus Barbie Dolls).  Mari-
on would always give me 
advice on collectibles and 
would at times surprise me 
with a collectible or two on 
her return trip from Florida 
or Antique shows she used 
to regularly attend.  And by 
the way, I’m still giggling.  
Oh yes!  “C” is for cookies, 
then cookies are for me!” 
                         Ed Taccone  
                                   HBCC 
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ZOOM Christmas Party/General Meeting... 

Okay, it wasn’t the party we are all accustomed to, but then 2020 was something of a new experience all around.  It was nice 
to connect with those of you who were able to join in. 

I was going to cut and paste the pictures, but I thought this gave a better idea of the festive chaos,,, 
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ZOOM Christmas Party/General Meeting... 
 

Yes, I was there.  If you look at the picture that shows Ralph from the chin down, wearing a red shirt - I am obscured by the 
palm of Ralph’s hand as he endeavours to take screen shots.  Anyway, we got sorted around, even cut off at one point -  
lost some, but some returned.  You’d think there was alcohol involved.  Wait - in many cases, there was!  Don Bauman 
showed us his, which resulted in some discussion and comparison… 

(Good thing there is a photo, or you would 
wonder what I was talking about!) 

Some aspects of a short, pseudo serious 
General Meeting were included as part of the 
Yule Zoom experience.  Some details follow 
on Page 10 
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BRITISH 
DRIVEN 
If you have an article or an 

idea for BRITISH DRIVEN 

that you would like to share 

with our members,  

please contact Kimberly at   
editor@headwatersbritishcarclub.org 

A sincere Thank You to 

those of you who have    

contributed to the newsletter.  

Please keep up the good 

work! 

Articles from members of 

other clubs are always    

welcome - please include 

your Club affiliation. 

 

ZOOM Christmas Party:   
The Serious Bits 

THE AUCTION 

As is our custom, an auction was held by the Club to benefit our charity of 
the year - for 2020, the proceeds go to Choices Youth Shelter.  The Auction 
Committee of Jean-Louiis Valade, Pat Yaremko and Leah Hill decided an 
On-line Auction was the best choice for this year, in conjunction with a   
raffle.   

Fortunately, Angela van Breemen and Anne Joiner had the necessary skills 
to create the auction on the Club’s website.  A big thank you to the two of 
them for the many, many hours of hard work it took to make that happen.  (I 
understand Dorien’s assistance was also enlisted at times.)  Their diligence 
paid off, with a very efficient, professional and attractive  result.  

Thanks also to Leah for photographing submissions, to Jean-Louis and 
Mary Valade for handing the physical items and their drop off/pickup and to 
Don Fysh for managing payment.  The Raffle item was a beautiful laser cut 
stainless steel version of the HBCC Logo, arranged by Pat Yaremko.  The 
winner of the Raffle was Ralph Evans.   

A big thank you to everyone who donated items to be auctioned, as well as 
everyone who put in bids.  Thank you to everyone who purchased raffle 
tickets.   

Proceeds from the Auction were $727, with another $230 garnered by the    
Raffle - bringing our yearly total to $1,210.00 to donate to Choices Youth 
Shelter.  To put things in perspective, please remember that we had very 
few in-person opportunities for fund raising this year - 50/50 draws were 
limited and an auction on-line is hard pressed to elicit the excitement gener-
ated by Davey Maguire and Ralph Evans at a live auction.  And yet, we 
raised $1,210.00, which beats far and away the amount raised in our first 
year with a designated charity, 2013, when we raised $978.   

Our charity for 2021 will be The Lighthouse in Orangeville. 
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Fare thee 
Well, Malcom 
Stanton… 

Another somewhat serious part 

of our Christmas Party was 

wishing Charter Member       

Malcolm Stanton well after his 

move to Vancouver to be near 

his family.  He is now                

re-situated, and looking forward 

to joining some (obviously        

inferior) British Car Club on the 

British Columbian mainland.  

They will be very lucky to have 

him as a member and we shall 

miss him terribly.   

We aren’t actually giving       

Malcolm up, though, as we have 

selfishly bestowed Life       

Membership on him and expect 

him to participate in ZOOM 

meetings at the present and to 

visit whenever he is in Ontario. 

(By the way, his cars arrived 

unscathed and are ready to be 

admired by their new audience.) 

 

ZOOM Christmas Party:   
The Serious Bits 

THE CLUB AWARDS 

The other important bit of business which takes place every year at our 
Christmas Party, is the presentation of Awards.  The actual physical  
presentation of same will take place once we can gather together again.  
That day will arrive.  In the meantime, the worthy winners were announced: 

JENNIFER STANTON MEMORIAL FELLOWSHIP AWARD - To be      
presented to Ed and Sandra Taccone, who embody the spirit of warmth and 
camaraderie within the Club, reminiscent of our late member,                         
Jenny Stanton. 

PRESIDENT’S AWARD - To be presented to Anne Joiner and Dorien    
Berteletti for their outstanding efforts in 2020, both from an Administrative 
standpoint, as well as for organizing numerous outings, particularly crucial 
in 2020. 

RESTORATION AWARD - To be presented to Ralph Evans and his 1967 
Triumph GT6.  Recent restoration included new paint, a hand crafted, one-
piece walnut dash, new gauges, wire wheels, a rebuilt motor and finally a 
new rear window seal! 

 

 

THE SUPER 8 TRACK AWARDS 

Lovingly crafted by Ed Taccone, the following coveted awards represent the 
highlight of the racing season - The Super 8 Track Races held at Ed and 
Sandra Taccone’s track day. 

FORWARD - Dave Baker 

FIGURE 8 - Dorien Berteletti 

REVERSE - Dorien Berteletti 

FORWARD (Ladies) - Anne Joiner 

FIGURE 8 (Ladies) - Anne Joiner 
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What’s Cooking? 
Poor Man’s Pudding ( ala Arthur Savoie) Shared by Betty Huider 

Ingredients for batter: 
1 cup white sugar 
1 cup milk 
1 egg 
1 cup flour 
2 tsp. baking powder 
1/4 tsp. salt 
1 tsp. vanilla 

Ingredients for Syrup: 
1 cup brown sugar 
1 cup water 
1 Tbsp. butter 
1/2 tsp. vanilla 
 
Instructions: 
1. Cream the butter and the sugar together 
2. Add the egg and the vanilla 
3. Alternate the dry ingredients with the milk (the batter must not be too 

thin) 
4. Mix together the syrup ingredients in a separate container 
5. Pour syrup mixture over pudding batter 
6. Bake at 350 degrees F for approximately 20 minutes.  More time may 

be needed depending on your oven 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

The 

“Others” 
What’s in your garage? 

Thought it might be          

interesting to see what the 

Club members have in the 

way of non-British cars.  

Obviously, they are not  

nearly as interesting /

beautiful / fun to drive as the 

Club related cars, but still, it 

will be a treat to see what 

else you’ve got! 

So...send me a photograph 

(taken from any old angle 

whatsoever!) of your non-

British cars of interest and I 

will share them in the      

February issue of           

BRITISH DRIVEN.  

Please do indicate Make, 

Model and Year. 

Thanks, all! 
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Have you 
renewed 
your 
HBCC 
member-
ship yet? 
 

Exercise and Seniors! 
This makes complete sense. 

Most Seniors never get enough exercise.  In His wisdom, God decreed that 
Seniors become forgetful so they would have to search for their glasses, 
keys and other  things, thus doing more walking.  And God looked down 
and saw that it was good. 

Then god saw there was another need.  In His wisdom He made Seniors 
lose coordination so they would drop things, requiring them to bend, reach 
and stretch.  And God looked down and saw that it was good. 

Then God considered the function of bladders and decided Seniors would 
have additional calls of nature, requiring more trips to the bathroom, thus 
providing more exercise.  God looked down and saw that it was good. 

So if you find, as you age, you are getting up and down more, remember it’s 
God’s will.  It is all in your best interest, even though you mutter under your 
breath. 

 

Nine Important Facts to Remember as We Grow Older 

9.    Death is the number 1 killer in the world. 

8. Life is sexually transmitted. 

7. Good health is merely the slowest possible rate at which one can die. 

6. Men have two motivations:  hunger and hanky-panky, and they can’t 
tell them apart.  If you see a gleam in his eye, make him a sandwich. 

5. Give a person a fish and you feed them for a day.  Teach a person to 
use the internet and they won’t bother you for weeks, months, maybe 
years. 

4. Health nuts are going to feel stupid someday, lying in the hospital, dy-
ing of nothing. 

3. All of us could take a lesson from the weather.  It pays no attention to 
criticism. 

2. In the 60’s, people took LSD to make the world weird.  Now the world is 
weird, and people take Prozac to make it normal. 

1. Life is like ajar of jalapeno peppers.  What you do today may become a 
burning issue tomorrow. 


